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“[A] scathing assessment . . . Berry shows that Wilson's much–celebrated, controversial pleas

in Consilience to unify all branches of knowledge is nothing more than a fatuous subordination

of religion, art, and everything else that is good to science . . . Berry is one of the most

perceptive critics of American society writing today.” —The Washington Post“I am tempted to

say he understands [Consilience] better than Wilson himself . . . A new emancipation

proclamation in which he speaks again and again about how to defy the tyranny of scientific

materialism.”—The Christian Science MonitorIn Life Is a Miracle, the devotion of science to the

quantitative and reductionist world is measured against the mysterious, qualitative suggestions

of religion and art. Berry sees life as the collision of these separate forces, but without all three

in the mix we are left at sea in the world.

From The Washington Post"[A] scathing assessment... Berry is one of the most perceptive

critics of American society writing today." --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition

edition.From Publishers WeeklyLiving for almost 40 years on a family farm in Kentucky has led

Berry to place a high value on local knowledge born of a long and affectionate engagement of

the intellect and imagination with a particular place. To readers of his poems, novels (Memory

of Old Jack, etc.) and essays (The Unsettling of America, etc.), it will be no surprise that in his

latest essay collection, he argues cogently and passionately against the proposition E.O.

Wilson puts forth in Consilience, that our best hope for preserving the biosphere lies in linking

facts and fact-based theory across disciplines under the hegemony of the natural sciences.

Though a conservationist, like Wilson, Berry strongly believes that the materialist prescription

for what ails usAecologically, culturally and spirituallyAwill simply bind us more tightly to the

often destructive, profit-driven triad of science, technology and industry. It will also move us

further away, avers Berry, from what he sees as the sense of propriety that calls on us to base

our thoughts and actions on our inescapable interdependency with the planet's other life forms.

Berry also opposes the belief underlying Consilience, that scientific analysis can ultimately

explain everything: "to reduce the mystery and miracle of life to something that can be figured

out is inevitably to enslave it, make property of it and put it up for sale." In opposition to this

view, Berry proposes evaluating our behavior and work on how they affect "the health and

durability of human and natural communities." To do that, he contends, we must go beyond

Wilson's empirical knowledge to imaginative knowledgeAto knowing things "intimately,

particularly, precisely, gratefully, reverently, and with affection." Agent, the Spieler

Agency.Copyright 2000 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an alternate

kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Life is a

MiracleAn Essay Against Modern SuperstitionBy Wendell BerryCounterpoint PressCopyright ©

2001Wendell BerryAll right reserved.Chapter OneIgnoranceThe expressed dissatisfaction of

some scientists with the dangerousoversimplifications of commercialized science has

encouragedme to hope that this dissatisfaction will run its full course.These scientists, I hope,

will not stop with some attempt at a merelytheoretical or technical "correction," but will press on

toward anew, or a renewed, propriety in the study and the use of the livingworld. No such

change is foreseeable in the terms of the presently dominantmechanical explanations of things.

Such a change is imaginableonly if we are willing to risk an unfashionable recourse to

ourcultural tradition. Human hope may always have resided in ourability, in time of need, to



return to our cultural landmarks andreorient ourselves. One of the principle landmarks of the

course of my own life isShakespeare's tragedy of King Lear. Over the last forty-five years Ihave

returned to King Lear many times. Among the effects of thatplay?on me, and I think on

anybody who reads it closely?is therecognition that in all our attempts to renew or correct

ourselves,to shake off despair and have hope, our starting place is always andonly our

experience. We can begin (and we must always be beginning)only where our history has so far

brought us, with what wehave done. Lately my thoughts about the inevitably commercial

geneticmanipulations already in effect or contemplated have sent me backto King Lear again.

The whole play is about kindness, both in theusual sense, and in the sense of truth-to-kind,

naturalness, or knowingthe limits of our specifically human nature. But this issue isdealt with

most explicitly in an episode of the subplot, in which theEarl of Gloucester is recalled from

despair so that he may die in hisfull humanity. The old earl has been blinded in retribution for

his loyalty tothe king, and in this fate he sees a kind of justice for, as he says, "Istumbled when

I saw" (King Lear, The Pelican Shakespeare, IV, i,19). He, like Lear, is guilty of hubris or

presumption, of treating lifeas knowable, predictable, and within his control. He has

falselyaccused and driven away his loyal son, Edgar. Exiled and undersentence of death,

Edgar has disguised himself as a madman andbeggar. He becomes, in that role, the guide of

his blinded father,who asks to be led to Dover where he intends to kill himself byleaping off a

cliff. Edgar's task is to save his father from despair, andhe succeeds, for Gloucester dies at last

"'Twixt two extremes ofpassion, joy and grief ..." (V, iii, 199). He dies, that is, within theproper

bounds of the human estate. Edgar does not want his fatherto give up on life. To give up on life

is to pass beyond the possibilityof change or redemption. And so he does not lead his fatherto

the cliff's verge, but only tells him he has done so. Gloucesterrenounces the world, blesses

Edgar, his supposedly absent son,and, according to the stage direction, "Falls forward and

swoons"(IV, vi, 41). When he returns to consciousness, Edgar now speaks to him inthe guise

of a passer-by at the bottom of the cliff, from which hepretends to have seen Gloucester fall.

Here he assumes explicitlythe role of spiritual guide to his father. Gloucester, dismayed to

find himself still alive, attempts to refusehelp: "Away, and let me die" (IV, vi, 48). And then

Edgar, after an interval of several lines in which herepresents himself as a stranger, speaks the

filial (and fatherly) lineabout which my thoughts have gathered:Thy life's a miracle. Speak yet

again.(IV, vi, 55) This is the line that calls Gloucester back?out of hubris, andthe damage and

despair that invariably follow?into the properlysubordinated human life of grief and joy, where

change and redemptionare possible. The power of that line read in the welter of innovation

and speculationof the bioengineers will no doubt be obvious. One immediatelyrecognizes that

suicide is not the only way to give up on life.We know that creatures and kinds of creatures can

be killed, deliberatelyor inadvertently. And most farmers know that any creaturethat is sold has

in a sense been given up on; there is a big differencebetween selling this year's lamb crop,

which is, as such, all that itcan be, and selling the breeding flock or the farm, which hold

theimmanence of a limitless promise.* * *A little harder to compass is the danger that we can

give up on lifealso by presuming to "understand" it?that is by reducing it to theterms of our

understanding and by treating it as predictable ormechanical. The most radical influence of

reductive science hasbeen the virtually universal adoption of the idea that the world,

itscreatures, and all the parts of its creatures are machines?that is,that there is no difference

between creature and artifice, birth andmanufacture, thought and computation. Our language,

wherever itis used, is now almost invariably conditioned by the assumptionthat fleshly bodies

are machines full of mechanisms, fully compatiblewith the mechanisms of medicine, industry,

and commerce;and that minds are computers fully compatible with electronictechnology. This



may have begun as a metaphor, but in the language as it isused (and as it affects industrial

practice) it has evolved from metaphorthrough equation to identification. And this usage

institutionalizesthe human wish, or the sin of wishing, that life might be,or might be made to be,

predictable. I have read of Werner Heisenberg's principle that "Wheneverone treats living

organisms as physiochemical systems they mustnecessarily behave as such." I am not

competent to have an opinionabout the truth of that. I do feel able to say that whenever one

treatsliving organisms as machines they must necessarily be perceived tobehave as such. And

I can see that the proposition is reversible:Whenever one perceives living organisms as

machines they mustnecessarily be treated as such. William Blake made the same pointearlier

in this age of reduction and affliction:What seems to Be, Is, To those to whomIt seems to Be, &

is productive of the most dreadfulConsequences to those to whom it seems to Be ...(Blake,

Complete Writings, Oxford, 1966, p. 663) For quite a while it has been possible for a free and

thoughtfulperson to see that to treat life as mechanical or predictable orunderstandable is to

reduce it. Now, almost suddenly, it is becomingclear that to reduce life to the scope of our

understanding (whatever"model" we use) is inevitably to enslave it, make property of it,and put

it up for sale. This is to give up on life, to carry it beyond change and redemption,and to

increase the proximity of despair. Cloning?to use the most obvious example?is not a way

toimprove sheep. On the contrary, it is a way to stall the sheep's lineageand make it

unimprovable. No true breeder could consent to it,for true breeders have their farm and their

market in mind, andalways are trying to breed a better sheep. Cloning, besides being anew

method of sheep-stealing, is only a pathetic attempt to makesheep predictable. But this is an

affront to reality. As any shepherdwould know, the scientist who thinks he has made sheep

predictablehas only made himself eligible to be outsmarted. The same sort of limitation and

depreciation is involved in theproposed cloning of fetuses for body parts, and in other

extrememeasures for prolonging individual lives. No individual life is anend in itself. One can

live fully only by participating fully in the successionof the generations, in death as well as in

life. Some wouldsay (and I am one of them) that we can live fully only by makingourselves as

answerable to the claims of eternity as to those of time. The problem, as it appears to me, is

that we are using the wronglanguage. The language we use to speak of the world and its

creatures,including ourselves, has gained a certain analytical power(along with a lot of

expertish pomp) but has lost much of its powerto designate what is being analyzed or to

convey any respect orcare or affection or devotion toward it. As a result we have a lotof

genuinely concerned people calling upon us to "save" a worldwhich their language

simultaneously reduces to an assemblageof perfectly featureless and dispirited "ecosystems,"

"organisms""environments," "mechanisms," and the like. It is impossible toprefigure the

salvation of the word in the same language by whichthe world has been dismembered and

defaced. By almost any standard, it seems to me, the reclassification ofthe word from

creature to machine must involve at least a perilousreduction of moral complexity. So must the

shift in our attitudetoward the creation from reverence to understanding. So must theshift in our

perceived relationship to nature from that of steward tothat of absolute owner, manager, and

engineer. So even must ourpermutation of "holy" to "holistic." At this point I can only declare

myself. I think that the poet andscholar Kathleen Raine was correct in reminding us that life,

likeholiness, can be known only by being experienced (The InnerJourney of the Poet, Braziller,

1982, pp. 180-181). To experience it isnot to "figure it out" or even to understand it, but to suffer

it andrejoice in it as it is. In suffering it and rejoicing in it as it is, we knowthat we do not and

cannot understand it completely. We know,moreover, that we do not wish to have it

appropriated by somebody'sclaim to have understood it. Though we have life, it isbeyond us.



We do not know how we have it, or why. We do notknow what is going to happen to it, or to us.

It is not predictable;though we can destroy it, we cannot make it. It cannot, except byreduction

and the grave risk of damage, be controlled. It is, asBlake said, holy. To think otherwise is to

enslave life, and to make,not humanity, but a few humans its predictably inept masters. We

need a new Emancipation Proclamation, not for a specificrace or species, but for life itself?and

that, I believe, is preciselywhat Edgar urges upon his once presumptuous and now

desperatefather:Thy life's a miracle. Speak yet again. Gloucester's attempted suicide is really

an attempt to recovercontrol over his life?a control he believes (mistakenly) that heonce had

and has lost:O you mighty gods!This world I do renounce, and in your sightsShake patiently my

great affliction off.(VI, vi, 34-36) The nature of his despair is delineated in his belief that he

cancontrol his life by killing himself, which is a paradox we will meetagain three and a half

centuries later at the extremity of industrialwarfare when we believed that we could "save" by

means of destruction. Later, under the guidance of his son, Gloucester prays a prayerthat is

exactly opposite to his previous one?You ever-gentle gods, take my breath from me;Let not my

worser spirit tempt me againTo die before you please(IV, vi, 213-215)?in which he renounces

control over his life. He has given up hislife as an understood possession, and has taken it

back as miracleand mystery. And his reclamation as a human being is acknowledgedin Edgar's

response: "Well pray you, father" (IV, vi, 215). It seems clear that humans cannot significantly

reduce or mitigatethe dangers inherent in their use of life by accumulating moreinformation or

better theories or by achieving greater predictabilityor more caution in their scientific and

industrial work. To treatlife as less than a miracle is to give up on it.* * *I am aware how brash

this commentary will seem, coming fromme, who have no competence or learning in science.

The issue Iam attempting to deal with, however, is not knowledge but ignorance.In ignorance I

believe I may pronounce myself a fair expert. One of our problems is that we humans cannot

live without acting;we have to act. Moreover, we have to act on the basis of whatwe know, and

what we know is incomplete. What we have come toknow so far is demonstrably incomplete,

since we keep on learningmore, and there seems little reason to think that our knowledge

willbecome significantly more complete. The mystery surroundingour life probably is not

significantly reducible. And so the questionof how to act in ignorance is paramount. Our

history enables us to suppose that it may be all right to acton the basis of incomplete

knowledge if our culture has an effectiveway of telling us that our knowledge is incomplete, and

also oftelling us how to act in our state of ignorance. We may go so far asto say that it is all

right to act on the basis of sure knowledge, sinceour studies and our experience have given us

knowledge thatseems to be pretty sure. But apparently it is dangerous to act on theassumption

that sure knowledge is complete knowledge?or onthe assumption that our knowledge will

increase fast enough tooutrace the bad consequences of the arrogant use of

incompleteknowledge. To trust "progress" or our putative "genius" to solveall the problems that

we cause is worse than bad science; it is badreligion. A second human problem is that evil

exists and is an ever-presentand lively possibility. We know that malevolence is alwaysready to

appropriate the means that we have intended for good.For example, the technical means that

have industrialized agriculture,making it (by very limited standards) more efficient and

productiveand easy, have also made it more toxic, more violent, andmore vulnerable?have

made it, in fact, far less dependable if notless predictable than it used to be. One kind of evil

certainly is the willingness to destroy what wecannot make life, for instance and we have

greatly enlarged ourmeans of doing that. And what are we to do? Must we let evil andour

implication in it drive us to despair? The present course of reductive science?as when we

allowagriculture to be invaded by the technology of war and the economicsof industrialism?is



driving us to despair, as witness theincidence of suicide among farmers. If we lack the

cultural means to keep incomplete knowledgefrom becoming the basis of arrogant and

dangerous behavior, thenthe intellectual disciplines themselves become dangerous. What isthe

point of the further study of nature if that leads to the furtherdestruction of nature? To study the

"purpose" of the organ withinthe organism or of the organism within the ecosystem is still

reductiveif we do so with the assumption that we will or can finally figureit out. This simply

captures the world as the subject of presentor future "understanding" which will become the

basis of furtherindustrial and commercial optimism, which will become the basisof further

exploitation and destruction of communities, ecosystems,and local cultures. I am not of

course proposing an end to science and other intellectualdisciplines, but rather a change of

standards and goals. Thestandards of our behavior must be derived, not from the capabilityof

technology, but from the nature of places and communities. Wemust shift the priority from

production to local adaptation, frominnovation to familiarity, from power to elegance, from

costlinessto thrift. We must learn to think about propriety in scale and design,as determined by

human and ecological health. By such changeswe might again make our work an answer to

despair.Continues...Excerpted from Life is a Miracleby Wendell Berry Copyright © 2001 by

Wendell Berry. Excerpted by permission.All rights reserved. No part of this excerpt may be

reproduced or reprinted without permission in writing from the publisher.Excerpts are provided

by Dial-A-Book Inc. solely for the personal use of visitors to this web site.--This text refers to an

alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorAn essayist, novelist, and poet, Wendell Berry

is the author of more than thirty books. Throughout his career, he has received numerous

awards and honors, including an award for writing from the National Institute of Arts and

Letters, the Lannan Foundation Award for nonfiction, and the T.S. Eliot Award. He lives and

works in his native Kentucky with his wife, Tanya Berry. --This text refers to an alternate

kindle_edition edition.Review"A new emancipation proclamation in which he speaks again and

again about how to defy the tyranny of scientific materialism." -- Colin C. Campbell, Christian

Science Monitor --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From Kirkus ReviewsA

strong polemic, in which Berry (Another Turn of the Crank, 1995, etc.) takes a wrecking ball to

E.O. Wilson’s Consilience, reducing its smug assumptions regarding the fusion of science, art,

and religion to so much rubble.Berry does not see life as mechanical or predictable or

understandable, and he does not believe it possible to reduce it to the scope of our

understanding. This would be to “give up on life, to carry it beyond change and redemption,

and to increase the proximity of despair.” For Berry, “life is a miracle” (as Edgar said to King

Lear), and it is not containable in Wilson’s empiricism or his reductionism or his subordination

of art to science—particularly as Berry sees science currently under the sway of corporate

interests. Berry advocates intellectual standards that “shift the priority from production to local

adaptation, from power to elegance, from costliness to thrift. We must learn to think about

propriety in scale and design.” Despite Wilson’s “pretensions to iconoclasm,” Berry sees

orthodoxy and the hand of politics: “for the putative ability to explain everything along with the

denial of religion (or the appropriation of its appearances) is a property of political tyranny.” The

obtuse nature of the scientific attitude is crudely suggested in Berry’s caricature of Wilson

responding to the prophet Isaiah in the following dialogue: “The voice said, Cry. And he said,

What shall I cry? All flesh is grass, and all the goodliness thereof is as a flower of the field.” To

which Wilson replies, “But, sir! Are you aware of the existence of the electromagnetic

spectrum?” Somewhat lame, to be sure, but it illustrates Berry’s point: “I have been trying to

learn a language particular enough to speak of this place as it is and of my being here as I

am. . . . And then is when I see that this life is a miracle, absolutely worth having, absolutely



worth saving.”Berry has earned these lofty sentiments about life’s abiding mystery and beauty.

He has lived close to the earth, pressed his ear to the ground, and been rewarded with doubt

and discernment. -- Copyright © 2000 Kirkus Associates, LP. All rights reserved. --This text

refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From BooklistMost of farmer, poet, and agricultural

critic Berry's characteristically eloquent, passionate, and cogent new essay is a rejoinder to

Edward O. Wilson's Consilience: The Unity of Knowledge (1998), which argued that the

empirical methodology of science is the only way to discover the material facts and workings of

existence. Wilson's readers are justified, though, in thinking that Berry doesn't successfully

rebut Wilson. Berry shifts perspective from Wilson's materialism to his own religious

weltanschauung and, unlike Wilson, inserts power politics into the discussion. Surely Berry is

right to score Wilson for not considering how the powerful selfishly manipulate knowledge, and

he is right to stress the danger of reifying scientific abstractions and the great wisdom of

acknowledging human limitations and living in reverence of creation. But his criticism of

Consilience isn't based on much that is explicit in it. Fortunately, Berry's compelling advocacy

of the worth of every individual creature; the importance of accurate, particularistic language;

and the deep advantages of living in a particular place and community remains invaluable and

makes this essay invaluable, too. Ray OlsonCopyright © American Library Association. All

rights reserved --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.As a poet, novelist, and

farmer, Wendell Berry has worked and written in favor of tried and tested ways, rejecting the

notion that the modern is always to be preferred over the old. Technology may have its uses, he

has insisted in books like The Gift of Good Land, but what matters more is the crafting of

sound human communities and of self-reliant living. Religious faith lies at the heart of Berry's

unapologetically old-fashioned program. Faith, which supposes that life is full of unpredictable

mysteries, stands against much of modern science, an opposition that Berry explores in Life Is

a Miracle. Taking particular issue with entomologist E.O. Wilson's recent book, Consilience,

which maintains the supremacy of scientific explanation over religious conjecture and

supposes that science will one day be able to answer every question about the hows and whys

of life, Berry revisits C.P. Snow's "two cultures" thesis to observe that science and religion

address different kinds of necessary questions. "Science cannot replace art or religion," he

writes, "for the same reason that you cannot loosen a nut with a saw or cut a board in two with

a wrench." Against science's "false specification and pretentious exactitude," Berry notes

quietly that the more he observes his own little corner of the planet, a small Kentucky farm, the

less patient he is with reductionist, materialist explanations of the way things work--for here,

and everywhere, "life ... is unique, given to the world minute by minute, only once, never to be

repeated."Berry's slender essay offers a thoughtful repudiation of an increasingly

technological--and, some would say, soulless--culture. --Gregory McNamee--This text refers to

an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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Also by Wendell BerryFICTIONThe Discovery of KentuckyFidelityNathan CoulterA Place on

EarthRememberingTwo More Stories of the Port William MembershipWatch With MeThe Wild

BirdsA World LostJayber CrowPOETRYThe Broken GroundClearingCollected Poems: 1957–

1982The Country of MarriageEntriesFarming: A Hand BookFindingsOpeningsA

PartSabbathsSayings and DoingsThe Selected Poems of Wendell Berry (1998)A Timbered

ChoirTraveling at Home (with prose)The WheelESSAYSAnother Turn of the CrankA

Continuous HarmonyThe Gift of Good LandHarlan Hubbard: Life and WorkThe Hidden

WoundHome EconomicsRecollected Essays: 1954–1980Sex, Economy, Freedom and

CommunityStanding by WordsThe Unforeseen WildernessThe Unsettling of AmericaWhat Are

People For?Copyright © 2000 Wendell BerryFirst Counterpoint paperback edition 2001All

rights reserved under international and Pan-American Copyright Conventions. No part of this

book may be used or reproduced in any manner whatsoever without written permission from

the Publisher, except in the case of brief quotations embodied in critical articles and

reviews.The first chapter of this book was previously published in the Temenos Academy

Review (#2 Spring 1999) under a different title.Library of Congress Cataloging-in-Publication

Data Berry, Wendell, 1934–Life is a miracle : an essay against modern superstition / Wendell

Berry.p. cm.Includes bibliographical references.1. Wilson, Edward Osborne, 1929–

Consilience.2. Philosophy and science. 3. Philosophy. I. Title.B72 .B47 2000 121—

dc2100-028249Cover and text design by David BullenPrinted in the United States of

AmericaCOUNTERPOINT2560 Ninth StreetSuite 318Berkeley, CA 94710Distributed by

Publishers Group West10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3In memory:Lionel Basney (1946–1999)“We are not

getting something for nothing.We are getting nothing for everything.”ContentsI. IgnoranceII.

ProprietyIII. On Edward O. Wilson’s Consilience1. Materialism2. Materialism and Mystery3.

Imperialism4. Reductionism5. Creatures as Machines6. Originality and the “Two Cultures”7.

Progress Without SubtractionIV. Reduction and ReligionV. Reduction and ArtVI. A Conversation

Out of SchoolVII. Toward a Change of StandardsVIII. Some Notes in ConclusionThy life’s a

miracle. Speak yet again.King Lear, iv, vi, 55I. IgnoranceTHE EXPRESSED dissatisfaction of

some scientists with the dangerous oversimplifications of commercialized science has

encouraged me to hope that this dissatisfaction will run its full course. These scientists, I hope,

will not stop with some attempt at a merely theoretical or technical “correction,” but will press

on toward a new, or a renewed, propriety in the study and the use of the living world.No such

change is foreseeable in the terms of the presently dominant mechanical explanations of

things. Such a change is imaginable only if we are willing to risk an unfashionable recourse to

our cultural tradition. Human hope may always have resided in our ability, in time of need, to

return to our cultural landmarks and reorient ourselves.One of the principal landmarks of the

course of my own life isShakespeare’s tragedy of King Lear. Over the last forty-five years I

have returned to King Lear many times. Among the effects of that play—on me, and I think on

anybody who reads it closely—is the recognition that in all our attempts to renew or correct

ourselves, to shake off despair and have hope, our starting place is always and only our

experience. We can begin (and we must always be beginning) only where our history has so

far brought us, with what we have done.Lately my thoughts about the inevitably commercial

genetic manipulations already in effect or contemplated have sent me back to King Lear again.

The whole play is about kindness, both in the usual sense, and in the sense of truth-to-kind,

naturalness, or knowing the limits of our specifically human nature. But this issue is dealt with

most explicitly in an episode of the subplot, in which the Earl of Gloucester is recalled from



despair so that he may die in his full humanity.The old earl has been blinded in retribution for

his loyalty to the king, and in this fate he sees a kind of justice for, as he says, “I stumbled

when I saw” (King Lear, The Pelican Shakespeare, IV, i, 19). He, like Lear, is guilty of hubris or

presumption, of treating life as knowable, predictable, and within his control. He has falsely

accused and driven away his loyal son, Edgar. Exiled and under sen tence of death, Edgar has

disguised himself as a madman and beggar. He becomes, in that role, the guide of his blinded

father, who asks to be led to Dover where he intends to kill himself by leaping off a cliff. Edgar’s

task is to save his father from despair, and he succeeds, for Gloucester dies at last “’Twixt two

extremes of passion, joy and grief . . .” (V, iii, 199). He dies, that is, within the proper bounds of

the human estate. Edgar does not want his father to give up on life. To give up on life is to pass

beyond the possibility of change or redemption. And so he does not lead his father to the cliff ’s

verge, but only tells him he has done so. Gloucester renounces the world, blesses Edgar, his

supposedly absent son, and, according to the stage direction, “Falls forward and swoons” (iv,

vi, 41).When he returns to consciousness, Edgar now speaks to him in the guise of a passer-

by at the bottom of the cliff, from which he pretends to have seen Gloucester fall. Here he

assumes explicitly the role of spiritual guide to his father.Gloucester, dismayed to find himself

still alive, attempts to refuse help: “Away, and let me die” (IV, vi, 48).And then Edgar, after an

interval of several lines in which he represents himself as a stranger, speaks the filial (and

fatherly) line about which my thoughts have gathered:Thy life’s a miracle. Speak yet again.(IV,

vi, 55)This is the line that calls Gloucester back—out of hubris, and the damage and despair

that invariably follow—into the properly subordinated human life of grief and joy, where change

and redemption are possible.The power of that line read in the welter of innovation and

speculation of the bioengineers will no doubt be obvious. One immediately recognizes that

suicide is not the only way to give up on life. We know that creatures and kinds of creatures

can be killed, deliberately or inadvertently. And most farmers know that any creature that is

sold has in a sense been given up on; there is a big difference between selling this year’s lamb

crop, which is, as such, all that it can be, and selling the breeding flock or the farm, which hold

the immanence of a limitless promise.*A little harder to compass is the danger that we can give

up on life also by presuming to “understand” it—that is by reducing it to the terms of our

understanding and by treating it as predictable or mechanical. The most radical influence of

reductive science has been the virtually universal adoption of the idea that the world, its

creatures, and all the parts of its creatures are machines—that is, that there is no difference

between creature and artifice, birth and manufacture, thought and computation. Our language,

wherever it is used, is now almost invariably conditioned by the assumption that fleshly bodies

are machines full of mechanisms, fully compat ible with the mechanisms of medicine, industry,

and commerce; and that minds are computers fully compatible with electronic technology.This

may have begun as a metaphor, but in the language as it is used (and as it affects industrial

practice) it has evolved from metaphor through equation to identification. And this usage

institutionalizes the human wish, or the sin of wishing, that life might be, or might be made to

be, predictable.I have read of Werner Heisenberg’s principle that “Whenever one treats living

organisms as physiochemical systems they must necessarily behave as such.” I am not

competent to have an opinion about the truth of that. I do feel able to say that whenever one

treats living organisms as machines they must necessarily be perceived to behave as such.

And I can see that the proposition is reversible: Whenever one perceives living organisms as

machines they must necessarily be treated as such. William Blake made the same point earlier

in this age of reduction and affliction:What seems to Be, Is, To those to whomIt seems to Be, &

is productive of the most dreadfulConsequences to those to whom it seems to Be . . .(Blake,



Complete Writings, Oxford, 1966, p. 663)For quite a while it has been possible for a free and

thoughtful person to see that to treat life as mechanical or predictable or understandable is to

reduce it. Now, almost suddenly, it is becoming clear that to reduce life to the scope of our

understanding(whatever “model” we use) is inevitably to enslave it, make property of it, and put

it up for sale.This is to give up on life, to carry it beyond change and redemption, and to

increase the proximity of despair.Cloning—to use the most obvious example—is not a way to

improve sheep. On the contrary, it is a way to stall the sheep’s lineage and make it

unimprovable. No true breeder could consent to it, for true breeders have their farm and their

market in mind, and always are trying to breed a better sheep. Cloning, besides being a new

method of sheep-stealing, is only a pathetic attempt to make sheep predictable. But this is an

affront to reality. As any shepherd would know, the scientist who thinks he has made sheep

predictable has only made himself eligible to be outsmarted.The same sort of limitation and

depreciation is involved in the proposed cloning of fetuses for body parts, and in other extreme

measures for prolonging individual lives. No individual life is an end in itself. One can live fully

only by participating fully in the succession of the generations, in death as well as in life. Some

would say (and I am one of them) that we can live fully only by making ourselves as

answerable to the claims of eternity as to those of time.The problem, as it appears to me, is

that we are using the wrong language. The language we use to speak of the world and its

creatures, including ourselves, has gained a certain analytical power (along with a lot of

expertish pomp) but has lost much of its power to designate what is being analyzed or to

convey any respect or care or affection or devotion toward it. As a result we have a lot of

genuinely concerned people calling upon us to “save” a world which their language

simultaneously reduces to an assemblage of perfectly featureless and dispirited “ecosystems,”

“organisms,” “environments,” “mechanisms,” and the like. It is impossible to prefigure the

salvation of the world in the same language by which the world has been dismembered and

defaced.By almost any standard, it seems to me, the reclassification of the world from creature

to machine must involve at least a perilous reduction of moral complexity. So must the shift in

our attitude toward the creation from reverence to understanding. So must the shift in our

perceived relationship to nature from that of steward to that of absolute owner, manager, and

engineer. So even must our permutation of “holy” to “holistic.”At this point I can only declare

myself. I think that the poet and scholar Kathleen Raine was correct in reminding us that life,

like holiness, can be known only by being experienced (The Inner Journey of the Poet,

Braziller, 1982, pp. 180–181). To experience it is not to “figure it out” or even to understand it,

but to suffer it and rejoice in it as it is. In suffering it and rejoicing in it as it is, we know that we

do not and cannot understand it completely. We know, moreover, that we do not wish to have it

appropriated by somebody’s claim to have understood it. Though we have life, it is beyond us.

We do not know how we have it, or why. We do not know what is going to happen to it, or to us.

It is not predictable; though we can destroy it, we cannot make it. It cannot, except by reduction

and the grave risk of damage, be controlled. It is, as Blake said, holy. To think otherwise is to

enslave life, and to make, not humanity, but a few humans its predictably inept masters.We

need a new Emancipation Proclamation, not for a specific race or species, but for life itself—

and that, I believe, is precisely what Edgar urges upon his once presumptuous and now

desperate father:Thy life’s a miracle. Speak yet again.Gloucester’s attempted suicide is really

an attempt to recover control over his life—a control he believes (mistakenly) that he once had

and has lost:O you mighty gods!This world I do renounce, and in your sightsShake patiently my

great affliction off.(IV, vi, 34–36)The nature of his despair is delineated in his belief that he can

control his life by killing himself, which is a paradox we will meet again three and a half



centuries later at the extremity of industrial warfare when we believed that we could “save” by

means of destruction.Later, under the guidance of his son, Gloucester prays a prayer that is

exactly opposite to his previous one—You ever-gentle gods, take my breath from me;Let not

my worser spirit tempt me againTo die before you please(IV, vi, 213-215)—in which he

renounces control over his life. He has given up his life as an understood possession, and has

taken it back as miracle and mystery. And his reclamation as a human being is acknowledged

in Edgar’s response: “Well pray you, father” (IV, vi, 215).It seems clear that humans cannot

significantly reduce or mitigate the dangers inherent in their use of life by accumulating more

information or better theories or by achieving greater predictability or more caution in their

scientific and industrial work. To treat life as less than a miracle is to give up on it.*I am aware

how brash this commentary will seem, coming from me, who have no competence or learning

in science. The issue I am attempting to deal with, however, is not knowledge but ignorance. In

ignorance I believe I may pronounce myself a fair expert.One of our problems is that we

humans cannot live without acting; we have to act. Moreover, we have to act on the basis of

what we know, and what we know is incomplete. What we have come to know so far is

demonstrably incomplete, since we keep on learning more, and there seems little reason to

think that our knowledge will become significantly more complete. The mystery surrounding our

life probably is not significantly reducible. And so the question of how to act in ignorance is

paramount.Our history enables us to suppose that it may be all right to act on the basis of

incomplete knowledge if our culture has an effective way of telling us that our knowledge is

incomplete, and also of telling us how to act in our state of ignorance. We may go so far as to

say that it is all right to act on the basis of sure knowledge, since our studies and our

experience have given us knowledge that seems to be pretty sure. But apparently it is

dangerous to act on the assumption that sure knowledge is complete knowledge—or on the

assumption that our knowledge will increase fast enough to outrace the bad consequences of

the arrogant use of incomplete knowledge. To trust “progress” or our putative “genius” to solve

all the problems that we cause is worse than bad science; it is bad religion.A second human

problem is that evil exists and is an ever-present and lively possibility. We know that

malevolence is always ready to appropriate the means that we have intended for good. For

example, the technical means that have industrialized agriculture, making it (by very limited

standards) more efficient and productive and easy, have also made it more toxic, more violent,

and more vulnerable—have made it, in fact, far less dependable if not less predictable than it

used to be.One kind of evil certainly is the willingness to destroy what we cannot make—life,

for instance—and we have greatly enlarged our means of doing that. And what are we to do?

Must we let evil and our implication in it drive us to despair?The present course of reductive

science—as when we allow agriculture to be invaded by the technology of war and the

economics of industrialism—is driving us to despair, as witness the incidence of suicide among

farmers.If we lack the cultural means to keep incomplete knowledge from becoming the basis

of arrogant and dangerous behavior, then the intellectual disciplines themselves become

dangerous. What is the point of the further study of nature if that leads to the further

destruction of nature? To study the “purpose” of the organ within the organism or of the

organism within the ecosystem is still reductive if we do so with the assumption that we will or

can finally figure it out. This simply captures the world as the subject of present or future

“understanding,” which will become the basis of further industrial and commercial optimism,

which will become the basis of further exploitation and destruction of communities,

ecosystems, and local cultures.I am not of course proposing an end to science and other

intellectual disciplines, but rather a change of standards and goals. The standards of our



behavior must be derived, not from the capability of technology, but from the nature of places

and communities. We must shift the priority from production to local adaptation, from innovation

to familiarity, from power to elegance, from costliness to thrift. We must learn to think about

propriety in scale and design, as determined by human and ecological health. By such

changes we might again make our work an answer to despair.II. ProprietyMY GENERAL

concern is with what I take to be the increasing inability of the scientific, artistic, and religious

disciplines to help us address the issue of propriety in our thoughts and acts. “Propriety” is an

old term, even an old-fashioned one, and is not much in favor. Its value is in its reference to the

fact that we are not alone. The idea of propriety makes an issue of the fittingness of our

conduct to our place or circumstances, even to our hopes. It acknowledges the always-

pressing realities of context and of influence; we cannot speak or act or live out of context. Our

life inescapably affects other lives, which inescapably affect our life. We are being measured, in

other words, by a standard that we did not make and cannot destroy. It is by that standard, and

only by that standard, that we know we are in a crisis in our relationship to nature. The term

“environmental crisis,” crude and inexact as it is, acknowledges that we have invoked this

standard and have measured ourselves by it. A civilization that is destroying all of its sources in

nature has raised starkly the issue of propriety, whether or not it wishes to have done

so.Propriety is the antithesis of individualism. To raise the issue of propriety is to deny that any

individual’s wish is the ultimate measure of the world. The issue presents itself as a set of

questions: Where are we? (This question applies, with as much particularity as human

competence will allow, to all of the world’s millions of small localities.) Who are we? (The

proper answer to this question depends on where we are and where we have been, and it

includes history.) What is our condition? (This is a practical question.) What are our abilities?

(This also is a practical question. It refers to abilities that are proven, not to abilities that are

theoretical or potential, such as “aptitude” or I.Q.) What appropriately may we do in our own

interest here? (And this question submits to the standard of the health of the place.) These

questions address themselves to all the disciplines, but they do not call for specialized

answers. They cannot, I think, be answered by specialists—or not, at least, by specialists in

isolation from one another.To ask such questions seriously now is not quite absurd, for the

questions are valid and urgent, but it is nonetheless to risk a sort of comedy, for the questions

are as foreign to our sciences and arts as presently practiced, and to our institutions of

government, learning, and religion, as they are to the global corporations whose existence

depends upon their (and our) willingness to ignore any such questions.All of the disciplines are

increasingly identifiable as professionalisms, which are increasingly conformable to the aims

and standards of industrialism. All of the disciplines are failing the test of propriety because

they are failing the test of locality. The professionals of the disciplines don’t care where they

are. Though they are inescapably in context, they assume or pretend that they think and work

without context. They subscribe to the preeminence of the mind and (logically from that) of the

career. The questions of propriety, calling as they must for local answers, call necessarily for

small answers. But small local answers are now as far beneath the notice of professionalism as

of commercialism. Professionalism aspires to big answers that will make head lines, money,

and promotions. It longs, moreover, for answers that are uniform and universal—the same

styles, explanations, routines, tools, methods, models, beliefs, amusements, etc., for everybody

everywhere. And like the corporations, whose appetite for “growth” seems now ungovernable,

the institutions of government, education, and religion are now all too likely to measure their

success in terms of size and number. All the institutions seem to have learned to imitate the

organizational structures and to adopt the values and aims of industrial corporations. It is



astonishing to realize how quickly and shamelessly doctors and lawyers and even college

professors have taken to drumming up trade, and how readily hospitals, once run according to

the laws of healing, mercy, and charity, have submitted to the laws of professionalism,

industrial methodology, careerism, and profit.This is happening to all the disciplines, but

because science is the most influential category of the disciplines, and increasingly has set the

pattern for the rest, we must be concerned first of all with science. Stephen Edelglass, Georg

Maier, Hans Gebert, and John Davy in their book, The Marriage of Sense and Thought, wrote

that “Science now functions in society rather as the Church did in the Middle Ages” (p. 16).

What kind of religion science is, and how it works as such, are questions we will have to deal

with.*One used to hear a great deal about “pure science.” The universities, one was given to

understand, were full of scientists who were disinterestedly pursuing truth. “Pure science” did

not permit the scientist to ask so crude and pragmatic a question as why this or that truth was

being pursued; it was just assumed, not only that to know the truth was good, but that, once

the truth was discovered, it would somehow be used for good. This is a singularly naive view of

science (as it would be of any human enterprise), but it survived at least into the early days of

space exploration, when a lot of aficionados of so-called high technology assumed that nasa

existed to sponsor voyages of pure discovery: to learn whatever might be learned, to take

pictures of the earth and other planets, and to provide extremely expensive mystical

experiences to astronauts. Some people believed that this enterprise was really a sort of

spiritual quest, and would always remain above the gross concerns of, for example, the military-

industrial complex. It would promote instead a renewed tenderness toward our “planet” by such

devices as pictures of half of said planet, taken at a distance that reduced it to a blue bauble

something like a Christmas tree ornament. In our foolish insistence on substituting technology

for vision, we forget that we are not the first to have seen “the whole earth” from such a

distance. Dante saw it (Paradiso XXII, 133–154) from a higher level of human accomplishment,

and at far less economic and ecological cost, several hundred years before NASA.
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S. Nachalo, “society ended and no one noticed. “We are not getting something for nothing. We

are getting nothing for everything,” the epigraph with which Berry opens Life is a Miracle, is apt

and concise. Modern society appears miraculous, the product of man's industry and ingenuity.

It looks (and is advertised largely as) a kind of perpetual motion machine, powered by little

other than human inventiveness. Attentive observers have noticed that appearances are, as

usual, deceptive: we are living on fossil fuels, energy created over eons by geological
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processes, and in a matter of decades, we've used up more than half of what's available. But

there are problems even greater than the depletion of our main energy sources, destroying our

ability to perpetuate our society and culture without much notice from anyone. We (and many

other animals) have been passing our knowledge and ways of life the old fashioned way (and

the only way) from parent to child as long as we've been on this planet without giving it a

thought, but it appears that this simple and irreducible aspect of our species existence can be

interrupted. When this happens locally, tribes and cultures die. It's not clear whether it is

possible for this to happen globally, but it seems that this is the direction we are heading.

Globalization and the “market economy” have been at work disrupting and destroying local

cultures and replacing them with a universal mono-culture known to its practitioners and

captives variously as “capitalism," "market economy," or “democracy” in the west, “communism”

or “socialism” elsewhere. Whatever name it goes by, its effects on the living beings and the

environments they inhabit is the same.Life is a Miracle is about this process, the loss of the

ability to perpetuate the culture we've built over millenia. Wendell Berry looks to science for a

culprit, because science is our culture's founding myth, governing paradigm, and much more,

and he picks E. O. Wilson's Consilience as the book through which to analyze the subject. The

choice is appropriate for a number of reasons: Wilson is a mainstream scientist, and in

Consilience, he tackles questions like ethics, religion, art, and culture in general- necessarily,

since his stated goal is to bring the different disciplines together into a working whole. He is

also a conservationist, as is Berry.Science approaches all questions as problems to be solved,

and all unanswered questions as questions yet to be answered. “(Consilience) reads as though

it was written to confirm the popular belief that science is entirely good, that it leads to

unlimited progress, and that it has (or will have) all the answers.” (p. 24) This means that

mystery, an essential and critical part of human culture, is an impossibility: Wilson attributes it

entirely to human ignorance. Without mystery, reverence and propriety are impossible, leading

to a society governed by profit and raw power as we've arrived at today, whether the power is

cloaked in the accoutrements of “democracy,” “socialism,” or more transparent forms. What

Wilson calls “consilience” turns out to be an invitation (or an ultimatum, taken more broadly) for

religion and the arts to take on the goals and methodology of science, an impossibility if the

words mean what we all think they mean. “Like a naïve politician, Mr. Wilson thinks he has

found a way to reconcile two sides without realizing that his way is one of the sides... One

cannot, in honesty, propose to reconcile Heaven and Earth by denying the existence of

Heaven.” (p.99)The crisis we face can't be solved with more science or technology, since these

are part of the cause. We have to address the way we think and talk about the world and

ourselves.The language we use to speak of the world and its creatures, including ourselves,

has gained a certain analytical power (along with a lot of expertish pomp) but has lost much of

its power to designate what is being analyzed or to convey any respect or care or affection or

devotion toward it. As a result, we have a lot of genuinely concerned people calling upon us to

“save” a world which their language simultaneously reduces to an assemblage of perfectly

featureless and dispirited “ecosystems,” “organisms,” “environments,” “mechanisms,” and the

like. It is impossible to prefigure the salvation of the world in the same language by which the

world has been dismembered and defaced. (italics in original) (p. 8)Berry's solution to this

crisis, if there is to be any solution to it, is for scientists, artists, and religious people, whether

they can work together in the end or not, to root their work in local considerations and return to

such considerations at their works' end, as well as, ideally, throughout the process.Directly

opposed to this reduction or abstraction of things is the idea of the preciousness of individual

lives and places. This does not come from science, but from our cultural and religious



traditions. It is not derived, and it is not derivable, from any notion of egalitarianism. If all are

equal, none can be precious. (And perhaps it is necessary to stop here to say that this ancient

delight in the individuality of creatures is not the same thing as what we now mean by

“individualism.” It is the opposite. Individualism, in present practice, refers to the supposed

“right” of an individual to act alone, in disregard of other individuals. (p.42)Any new invention or

idea or practice should, in the end, be weighed on the merits of its impact on our communities.

“Suppose we learn to ask of any proposed innovation the question so far only the Amish have

been wise enough to ask: What will this do to out community?” (p.134) Obviously, most people

don't have the benefit of living in anything resembling a community, so we would have to break

up the corporate capitalist society into local communities first.Life is a Miracle elicits some

hysterical reviews on Amazon, as one would expect with books that challenge our most basic

assumptions about ourselves and the world. I expect that if it were more widely read, the

greater part of our country would be foaming at the mouth over this book. God I wish it were.

This is likely one of the most important books of the decade, or century, or however long we

plan on living miserable lives governed by anti-human precepts.”

Anders Martinson, “A challenging, thought-provoking, and valuable piece of writing. Having

read many of Wendell Berry's work I can say that this is probably not to use as your

introduction to his writing. Better to start with a collection of his agrarian essays. This is one of

his most difficult essays to come to terms with, and a review that attempts to analyze it would

almost work in opposition to the (anti-reductionist) points Berry tries to convey.In a way I think

Berry made an error in choosing his subtitle. The use of the word superstition is unnecessarily

inflammatory, and the word against distracts the reader from the fact that Berry's work in

general and this essay in particular focus largely on things that he is for.A casual approach to

this book could leave the reader unfamiliar with his other work feeling that Berry is a Luddite

polemicist. A more careful reading of the, somewhat uncharacteristically, dense prose here will

reveal Berry's thoughtful passion for what it means to be human. One needn't agree with every

point Berry attempts to make in order to use this book as a way to simply stop and think.In the

chapter A Conversation Out of School Berry quite plainly asserts that science and art are not

inherently at odds with one another. He clearly sees limits in what science can help us know

and accomplish, but he doesn't dismiss entirely the pursuit of empirical knowledge. This is a

provocative and challenging piece of work, but well worth the effort.Reasonable people can

disagree. Read it with an open mind and see where the discussion takes you. The very fact

that it has led to pointed discussions on all sides of the issue just among these reviews shows

that it touches on crucial issues for our society and world.”

Joy S. Frady, “A Helpful Corrective for Our Times. This book is a response to E.O. Wilson's

"Consilience", a book which purports to bring all academic disciplines under the rubric of

scientism. Berry strongly objects, pointing out the slippery slopes abounding in academia and

culture when scientific pursuits are given preeminence. Berry is at his best in this book when

he critiques the university system, particularly its penchant for specialization and the funding

streams within which mitigate against the good of the community. This book was written at the

turn of the 21st century and it is apparent to this reader that in the intervening years the

problems Berry addresses have gotten worse. Berry's theme of community may be the most

important and most needed theme for our world today, as we live in an isolated, divided culture

where ideologies are at war.”



Fred T. Rodriguez, “This book reaffirms my culture and relationship to nature. I'm reading this

book in part towards my studies in philosophy. The more I read Berry's work, the deeper the

connections to my own island culture and heritage are made. Wendell Berry's explanation of

our place in relation to nature opened my eyes and ears to the dangers we face and the

possibilities of being disconnected from our "garden." One may also begin to realize the

wisdom of our ancestors and the relationship we have with nature and of the importance to

learn to speak and listen to it, if we are to sustain for ourselves and that of our children's future.”

Greta S. Hyland, “First Wendell Berry Book. Wendell Berry has come up often enough over the

last couple of years that I finally had to buy one of this books. I have to admit, I was kind of put

off by the reverence that his readers showed when talking of him, but once I read his book, I

could understand the fanfare. This book is clearly written, thought provoking, and one that

made the most compelling argument for the limits of science...and I am a science buff. I have

since ordered two more of Berry's books. I know I will return to my highlights in the book over

and over again.”

The book by Wendell Berry has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 83 people have provided feedback.
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